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Abstract
In order for an application to be successful, the structure of the categories in an
application should accommodate users’ cultural differences. Cultural backg
round
of a user plays an important part in grouping of these objects. Therefore, the cultural
aspect of target audience should be considered a very important part of grouping objects
in the designing of application.
In order to understand the basic approach of different cultures in application design, the
psychological effects of cultural difference are discussed with design processes of
internationalization and localization
There is a difference in how Danish and Chinese people group objects, methods and
concepts into categories. Difference in grouping of Danish and Chinese users affect the
information structure in applications, which involve menus, links and directories. This
study involves groups from Chinese and Danish cultures and investigates how these two
cultures group cards into different categories and how their cultural backgrounds affect
the structure of their categories.
The result of Chinese and Danish card sorts indicates that Chinese users have more
variation in their card sorting as compare to Danish users. When it comes to Chinese
users they preferred to put more objects in one category and they did not make a lot of
categories. Conclusions emphasise the need for confirmatory research, in terms of
information structure to design information systems
Keywords: Card Sort, Information Structure, Cultural Difference, Usability, User
interface design, Cultural usability
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1. Introduction
In this global world, different applications must be equally usable across different
countries. The usability of any application and/or product is associated with the user’s
personality (Chau et al, 2002). Culture is one of the factors that affect a user’s way of
categorize objects. Users have different approaches of categorizing the objects
according to their cultural background. The factor of cultural background significantly
affects the information structure of applications worldwide because applications are
more used outside of the countries and cultures than those where they have been
developed and designed (Shen, Wolley and Prior, 2006). The formation of these
applications is primarily based on the metaphors of a specific country or a culture where
this application is developed and it ignores the facts of cultural based ethics. For
example, color association is dissimilar in different cultures (Dmitrieva, 2002).
Paying attention to how the target audience groups object, functions and concepts is the
most important part of designing principles of an application (Coen, M., 1998). Cultural
background of a user plays an important part in grouping of these objects in the
designing of an application. Therefore, the cultural aspect of the target audience should
be considered a very important in grouping of objects in the information structure of
applications. The information structure of objects in applications includes organization
of menu structure, interfaces, and links in websites and file directories.
As Plocher, M. & Clemmensen, T. (2006) pointed out in a recent study that the category
forms the basis for information architecture. The category formulation of objects,
functions and concepts is different in Eastern and Western cultures. Western cultures
group the objects together on the base of their features and attributes, whereas the
Eastern cultures group objects together on the base of their relationship with each other.
Generally the Eastern cultures are not interested in organizing things into categories as
compared to the Western cultures. For example, if an application is made for the Danish
or Swedish users and the software company hires designers from India to accomplish
this task although his suggested information structure could inspired by Indian culture.
The designer, who has an Indian cultural background, makes the information structure
of the application in the best possible way but the structural approach of application is
inspired by his cultural background. Therefore the difference in cultural background
will affect the usability of the application.
The results have shown that the formulation of objects, functions and concepts is
affected by cultural differences. The difference in grouping has an effect on the usability
of the applications. As Nisbett (2003) stated in his study that there are indeed dramatic

differences in the nature of Asian and European thought process (Nisbett, R. E. 2003).
Designing software for a global audience increases the global acceptance of the
software. Del Galdo and Nielsen (1996) also spoke about cultural reflection in the
software by stating that truly intuitive cross-cultural softwares should reflect the cultural
orientation of its users and accommodate the user’s cultural differences (Del Galdo &
Nielsen, 1996).

1.1. Problem statement
What happens when a user from one culture attempts to use a software application that
is based on categories, e.g. an information architecture that is developed in another
culture such as India or China? We hypothesize that it will affect usability because the
user attempts to locate information which is organized in an unfamiliar way by an
original designer.
Asian and Western cultural groups organize and group objects with a different
approach. People in the Western culture tend to group the objects into categories on the
base of their characteristics where as people in Asian culture tend to group objects into
categories based on their relationship with each other. Studies of Li-jun Ji, Zhiyong
Zhanda and Nisbett, R. E. (2002) showed same kind of result. In this study the students
were provided with different sets of words such as panda, monkey and banana. They
were asked to indicate which two of the three words were most closely related. The
American participants made groups on the base of common categories. They put panda
and monkey into the animal category. The Chinese participants made grouping on the
base of their thematic relationship. They put monkey and banana in one category. They
justified their answer by stating that monkeys eat bananas (Nisbett, R.E., 2003).The
difference in the grouping of objects in different cultures pores a lot of questions to
answer.

1.2. Goal
The goal of this study is to compare the structure of categories in the Danish and
Chinese information structure. This study will help to understand the information
structure of applications from different cultures which further will be used to build
better applications. It will also help to measure the difference in the information
structure of categories in Chinese and Danish cultural groups.

1.3. Purpose
This thesis intends to provide empirical evidence to the UCD community of what
should be considered during the construction of information architecture in Denmark
and China. In theory the intention is to add knowledge and discussions to the research
done up to now in the cultural aspect of usability.
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1.4. Scope and limitation
As it was mentioned before, the purpose of this thesis is to provide empirical evidence
to UCD community of what should be considered during the construction of
information architecture. In this sense the scope of this thesis is to perform activities and
experimentation to see the difference in the construction of information architecture.
This thesis limits the experiments for measuring the difference in information
architecture to card sorting experiments. Certainly it would be more beneficial if
experiments are also performed by taking web sites of each country created by local
designers of both cultures and conduct experiment. However it requires more resources
to convert websites to the local language of other country.

1.5. Target Audience
This research thesis can be helpful for software designers and web developers who are
designing and developing for different cultures. The discussion of the experiments
session is also helpful for the companies who are localizing their applications for a
different part of the world.

3

1.6. Organization of the thesis
The thesis has is constructed within a number of chapters. The chapters are organized in
a systemic order to get a meaningful concept.
Chapter 1- Introduction
Chapter 1 will discusses the Introduction of the subject area, a description of problem,
goal, purpose, limitation and the targeted audience of this thesis.
Chapter 2- Background
Chapter 2 will discuss the theoretical background of the subject area and historical
perspective of their cultural differences. It will also discuss the cultural dimensions of
global web users, Internationalization and localization of applications and web
designer’s perspective of specific cognitive style.
Chapter 3- Methodology
Chapter 3 will discuss the methodology and roadmap of thesis, theoretical perspective
of the experiments and concepts that will be used in the experiments. It will also discuss
the steps of experimental session and describe how experiment will be divided in three
sections.
Chapter 4-Results
Chapter 4 will discuss the results of the experiments.
Chapter 5-Discussion
Chapter 5 will describe the detail discussion and conclusion of experiments.
Chapter 6-Summry and future work
Chapter 6 will describe the Summery, reflection and the future work of this area.
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2. Background
The beginning of work on cross-cultural aspects of design was seen in 1970.
Publications on culture and product design reached at peak in 1975 (Honold, 2000).
After 1990, another aspect of cultural usability was extensively in discussion when the
designers started to emphasize on interface for global audience. The designers start to
seek help from the domain experts and human interface professionals to make
terminologies for universal audience. These terminologies could be universally used for
global internet and application users. Russo and Boor developed the translation of text
into local language as a first stage to prepare a product for international users (Russo, P.
& Boor, S., 1993). The experts started to work on translations of products to make it
internationally recognizable but there was a contradiction of image acceptability to
different cultures. Some of the images were acceptable in one culture but not
understandable to another culture. Russo and Boor described the American “OK” hand
gesture which is considered vulgar in Brazil and Germany. There are many
interpretations of symbols for different cultures.
Computer is slowly but surely becoming ubiquitous (Fernades, 1995). The main human
computer conferences, in nineties, started to talk about the study for international users
and differences in users of these cultures. The large companies took initiatives to make
applications for international user. These companies started to translate these
applications in different languages. This was an initial step towards globalization and
internationalization of applications. Fernades describes it as financial and strategic
reasons because companies tried to make their product globally acceptable with
minimum amount of modification (Fernades, 1995). Evers and Day discussed the
research proposition of cultural differences. They expressed that users’ culturally
specific design preference influence their perception about the system (Evers and Day,
1997). Evers and Day conducted the research on Chinese and Indonesians and
concluded in their studies that Chinese find usefulness a more discernible variable,
while Indonesians find ease of use more importuned. They suggested that the Chinese
try to work with a useful interface even when it is hard to use. Indonesians, however
tend to give up more easily when an interface is hard to understand (Evers and Day,
1997).
The information systems should provide uncomplicated information structure to the
users by keeping their cultural background in mind. It should also localizing application
in such a way that not only includes language transformation but also keeps the cultural
and intellectual level of the people for which it is going to be made.
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2.1. History of social and psychological aspects of
cultural differences
There has been a different habit of thought in the East and the West. This difference in
thought is not new but it has been discussed in many centuries. More than a billion
people in the world claims intellectual inheritance from ancient Greece where as more
than two billion are the heirs of ancient Chinese tradition of thought (Nisbett, R. E.,
2003). Nisbett explains that philosophies and achievements of Greeks and Chinese
were remarkably different 2500 years ago. There have been a lot of differences in
Greeks and Chinese. It starts from the nature of the world to the scientific discoveries.
Their social structure and conceptual level was totally different (Nisbett, R. E., 2003).
Hofstede also addressed the issue of cultural diversity and its influence on work related
values and attitudes in one of the social science research project (Hofstede, 1980).
It reveals by literature reading of philosophers, historians and anthropologists that
western, Primarily Europeans and Americans, and East Asian, Primarily people of
China and Japan, also sustain diverse system of thoughts for thousands of years. These
differences can be explicated by making them into following captions.

2.1.1.

Holism Vs Analysis

There is a difference in views of Asians and westerns. Asians have holistic view of the
world as ancient Chinese thinkers used to think where as Western people use analytical
approach to view the word as Greek thinkers used to do. Mutsumi Imae and Dedre
Gentner (1994) conducted studies on American and Japanese children of different ages.
They showed them the objects that were composed of particular substance. The children
were asked to describe them in ways that were neutral with respect whether they are
objects or substance. Mutsum et al., initially present an object which was made by a
particular substance such as a cube made of wood and then showed them two trays. One
tray had different objects with same substance and other had same substance in different
shapes. Children were asked to point to the tray that had their object of substance.
Results showed that American children were more likely to choose same shape as they
were shown in start where as Japanese were more likely to choose same material.
Further results of the study showed that western have analytical views of focusing on
object and their attributes. The eastern have holistic view of focusing on continuities
and relationship of environment. The difference in the viewing of eastern and western
societies can also have an impact on designing of applications.

2.1.2.

Perceiving the World

Asians and Western experience and perceive the world in a different way. Asians take
holistic view of an event than western. Research of Musada and Nisbett also reveals that
Asians, more than Americans, explains events with reference to the context (Musada,
T., and Nisbett, R.E, 2002). The Japanese and Americans were asked to watch animated
vignettes of underwater scenes and report the contents. Subjects were shown previously
seen objects of a movie in their original settings as well as novel settings. They were
6

asked whether they have seen these objects or not. The results of the study showed that
the Japanese involved the background of object into their contextual information
statement and relationships than Americans did. It also revealed that Japanese
recognized previously seen objects more accurately when they see them in original
setting rather than novel setting, whereas Americans have little effect of background
change on recognition of object.
Nisbett, R.E (2003) also found from experiments that Asians pay more attention to the
field than do Americans. He conducted an exercise and showed computer generated
color film clips to American and Japanese participants. The clips were almost same but
they were not identical. The result of the study showed that Japanese participants
noticed more background difference between two clips whereas Americans were more
interested in foreground objects. (Nisbett, R.E, 2003, p.93)

A: Original scene from the Movie

B: Fish with original
Background

C: Fish with Novel
background

Figure 1 : An example of fish under water. A: frame from film to understand. B and C
and Right: still photos to recognize task

Experimental work is also conducted to see the cultural differences of Chinese and
British users in their preference and satisfaction of eFinance website. Smith, French,
Chang and McNill (2001) conducted this study and they used Tauschi method to
explore the differences. Genichi Taguchi has developed this statistical method to
improve the quality of goods (R. Sreenivas et al, 2004).They found immense difference
in the preferences of detailed eFinance product information. Chinese users tend to adopt
more holistic approach for their preferences. Chinese users were not concerned about
performance issues of usability but they were more concerned on perception alone.

2.1.3. Grouping by Categories Vs Grouping by
Relationship
Asians and Western cultures organize and group objects with different approach.
Western people tend to group objects by categories where as Asians people tend to
group objects on the base of their relationship. Studies of Li-jun Ji, Zhiyong Zhanda and
Nisbett, R.E. (2002) showed same kind of result. Students were provided with different
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set of words. (e.g., panda, monkey, banana) and they were asked to indicate that which
two of these three were most closely related.

Figure 2: An example of grouping by categories Vs grouping by relationship

The Americans participants made groups on the base of common categories. They put
panda and monkey into animal categories. The Chinese participant made grouping on
the base of their thematic relationship and put monkey and banana in one category.
They justified their answer by saying that Monkeys eat bananas (Nisbett, R.E, 2003,
p.141).

2.2. Cultural Dimensions and Global Web UserInterface Design
The Web allows the global sharing of information through the mean of social Internet
websites, intranets, and extranets. The usability analysts and the designers agree that the
information structure of the web improves the performance of web. In order to improve
the performance of web, the knowledge of demographic diversity should be
acknowledged to design a good information structure. Companies that want to do
international business on the web should consider the impact of culture on the
understanding and use of Web-based communication, content, and tools (Aaron Marcus
, Emilie West Gould ,2000). This helps to make a good structure of web for the global
community by considering their way of structure.

2.2.1.

Web Designer’s culturally specific cognitive style

The websites and applications also reflect the web designers and application
architecture’s cultural cognitive style. Faiola, A. & Matei, S.A. (2005) conducted a
study to measure the task time of participants. The result showed that performance time
of online task of participants was faster when they were using web sites created by
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designers from their own national culture. Experiment compared the online performance
of 27 Chinese students and 26 American students who completed all online tasks.

Figure 3: The two web sites used for the performance of experiment 1 in their English
and Chinese versions Faiola, A. & Matei, S.A. (2005)

The web site designed by Chinese designer was translated into English for American
students. On the contrary, the website designed by American designers was translated to
Chinese for Chinese students. The result showed that the Chinese and American
performance times were shorter for tasks performed on sites designed by individuals of
the same cultural background as the participant.

2.2.2. Internationalization and Localization of
applications
Internationalization and localization are means of adapting computer applications for
non-native environment, specially other nations and countries. Internationalization is a
process of designing application so that it can adopt various cultures without
engineering changes (Fernandes, 1995). Localization is process of changing application
for local use by adding components for local requirement. A properly localized product
allows users to concentrate on exploiting the software in their own language and
appropriate cultural context (Uren et al., 1993). The requirements of cultures differ
significantly, for example, Arabic, Persian and Urdu require reading from right side.
Most of the applications have solved this issue by providing relevant structure of
reading and writing in their applications. The GUI of reading and writing are not the
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only differences in cultural metaphor. These cultural backgrounds have also differences
in their structural approach of categories in applications and websites structures. This
difference in the structural approach also needs to be discussed on the broad spectrum.

2.2.3. Approaches to cultural issues in application’s
interface design
This research emphasizes on cultural issues of interface design in applications. Most
culture and design theorists, many professional designers across all disciplines and also
some users believe that cultural dimensions pervade every human activity and every
artifact, including user interfaces (Clemmensen, T. & Plocher, T. 2007). Number of
literary surveys has been conducted. An example of such research is found in studies of
Barber and Badre (1998) where they coined the term ‘culturability’ for the first time by
combining the word Culture and Usability. Barber and Badre developed a usability
method by examining hundred of websites. In this usability method, they identified
cultural specific elements such ask religion, color, language and their customs (Barber
& Badre, 1998).
Recently researchers and designers have been encouraged to conduct more empirical
and practical based studies in the field of culture and usability. In order to bridge the
gap between different cultures, a deeper understanding of these cultures, their human
perceptions and their approaches to view structure is required.
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3. Research methodology
This chapter provides a comprehensive description of the research methodology which
has been used in this thesis. The following section explains the research road map and
steps of this research.

3.1. Research Roadmap
The research roadmap consists of the following steps.
1) Literature study
2) Research Design
3) Refinement of set of cards for experiments
4) Conducting experiments in China and Denmark
5) Comparing the differences in sorts

Literature
Study

Research
Design
Refinement
of cards

Conducting
Experiments

Comparing
differences

Figure 4: The Research Roadmap of the thesis

Literature study
The comprehensive and extensive literature study was performed in articles, research
and books. The articles, scientific white-papers and books related to user centered
design and card sorts were studied. This material is consulted in order to collect
necessary knowledge about the research status in the field card sort and philosophy of
cultural differences. However, it was discovered that there is very little of research done
within the area structural difference of application in different cultures.

3.2. Research Design
A research design is created on the base of literature study, articles and books. China
and Denmark are selected as two cultural groups in order to understand the mental
model of different cultural groups. Card sorting experiments are primarily performed in
Denmark and China. These experiments help us to understand the variation in
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formulating categories in Danish and Chinese cultural groups. These experiments will
also help us to understand the variation within cultural group.
The application of Microsoft clipart in Microsoft Office 2003 was selected initially to
conduct experiments of card sorts. The first idea of Microsoft clipart was to provide
users of the experiments to put cards into different folders of Microsoft Clipart. There
was a major drawback of using Microsoft Clipart. The subject of the experiment could
not see all the cards of experiment when they put the card into a folder of Microsoft
Clipart. The unavailability of viewing the cards could affect the decision of subject to
place card into any of category. Therefore card sorting method was chosen for
conducting experiments for the research.

3.3. Card sorting Method
Card sorting is a usability method that is used in software and product design to
discover the user’s mental model about information architectures (Nielsen, 1995). Card
sorting is a useful way of finding the commonality and difference in grouping and
categorization of users and experts of systems (Rugg, G. & McGeorge, 2005). Card
sorts are primarily used for this experiment because it can be easily understood by the
people in both cultures. Card sorting experiments are the best way to investigate
differences because they are simple to use. There are different techniques which can be
used in card sorts. The main theme of sorting techniques is to ask subject of study or
experiment to sort things into group. These things could be objects, pictures, layouts or
cards and these groups can be either decided by experimenter or the subject or mixture
of both. These sorting techniques help to identify categories and understand the
commonality and differences in the objects of categories in experiments.
In this research, repeated single criterion sort (Rugg G and McGeorge, 2005) is used as
a sorting technique to gather data from subjects of both cultures. The respondents sort
the same entities repeatedly in repeated single-criterion sorts. Each time the respondents
categorize the entities in terms of a different single attribute (‘criterion’). Repeated
single criterion sort is also used because they are more flexible and easier for most
elicitors to handle.
This research is based on the belief that different cultures have different judgments
about the usability of information structure according to their cultural background.
Culture is a very important factor of usability from technology perceptive.
The important terminologies for experiments described by Rugg are defined here:
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3.3.1.

Criterion

A criterion is the attribute used as the basis for sort when using the sorting technique.
For example the criterion may be the ‘place of manufacture’ or ‘cost’. The criterion
provides the base of sorting things into categories.

3.3.2.

Category

A category is a group into which the things may be classified using criteria. For
example, the categories under criterion of ‘place of manufacture’ may be ‘USA’,
‘Japan’ or ‘Europe’.

3.4. Edit distance
Edit distance is used as a method for analyzing card sorts. The basic ideology for edit
distance is that minimum number of stages is required to convert one sort into another
sort where one stage comprises of moving one card from one group to another group.
Edit distance is used to measure the similarity of categories in different sorts.
Methodology of edit distance is explained in the following example.
Sort A
A1 = {1, 2, 3, 4}
A2 = {5, 6, 7}
A3 = {8, 9, 10}
A4 = {}

Sort B
B1 = {1, 2, 3}
B2 = {4, 5, 6}
B3 = {7, 8, 9}
B4 = {10}

Table 1: Measuring edit distance by using cards in Sort A and Sort B

Table 1 shows the example of two sorts A and B, where 10 cards are used. These cards
are sorted in four groups: A = {A1, A2, A3, A4} and B = {B1, B2, B3, B4}. These cards use
numbers to be identified from each other. In Sort A, an empty group A4 is included so
that both sorts have same number of groups. Sort A can be converted into Sort B by
moving cards in the same sort from one group to another group. Minimum sets of move
are shown in Table 1. By moving 4 from A1 to A2, 7 from A2 to A3 and 10 from A3 to A4,
edit distance analysis will help examine the difference in two sorts.
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1st Stage

Original Card Sort

Sort A
A1 = {1, 2, 3, 4}
A2 = {5, 6,7}
A3 = {8, 9, 10}
A4= { }

Sort B
B 1 = {1, 2, 3 }
B2 = {4, 5, 6}
B 3 = {7, 8, 9}
B 4 = { 10 }

Sort A

Sort B

A1 = {1, 2, 3, 4 }
A2 = {
5, 6,7}
A3 = {8, 9, 10}
A4= { }

B 1 = {1, 2, 3 }
B2 = {4, 5, 6}
B 3 = {7, 8, 9, 10}
B 4 = { 10 }

2nd Stage

Sort A
A1 = {1, 2, 3}
A2 = { 4, 5, 6,7}
A3 = {
8, 9, 10}

3rd Stage

Sort B
B 1 = {1, 2, 3 }
B2 = {4, 5, 6}
B 3 = {7, 8, 9}
B 4 = { 10}

Sort A

Sort B

A1 = {1, 2, 3}
A2 = {4, 5, 6}
A3 = {7, 8, 9, 10}
A4= { }

B 1 = {1, 2, 3 }
B2 = {4, 5, 6}
B 3 = {7, 8, 9 }
B 4 = { 10}

Destined Stage

Sort A
A1 = {1, 2, 3}
A2 = {4, 5, 6}
A3 = {7, 8, 9 }
A 4 = { 10 }

Sort B
B 1 = {1, 2, 3 }
B2 = {4, 5, 6}
B 3 = {7, 8, 9 }
B 4 = { 10}

Table 2: From Left to right: Stages of converting one sort into another sort

In this study, the difference in the structure of categories will be measured in two ways.
• The edit distance of sorts will be measured with other users in the same culture
and other culture.
• The edit distance will be measured from the perspective probe sorts that are
constructed by the researchers of specific cultures.

3.5. Probe Sort
A probe sort is a specifically constructed sort by the researchers to represent a sort
criterion of interest (Diebel et al., 2005).Probe sort is a model sort which researchers
think that users are going to make it accordingly. After making probe sort, one can see
the presence of probe sort in different data sets which are exercised during the
experiment. It is easy to investigate the data after making probe sort because analyzer
already have a predefined sorts made by other researchers (probe sorts) for comparing
with different data that is gathered from experiments.
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3.5.1.

Criterion of Probe Sort

Researchers must have their own criterion of probes for their respective experiments. In
these experiments the probe sorts are made by keeping Nisbett’s theory criterion in
mind. According to this theory, Western people tend to group objects by categories
where as Asians people tend to group objects on the base of their relationship. All probe
sorts are constructed by the researchers of particular culture.

3.5.2.

Neighborhoods

After specifying a sort, there is a simple approach to list all sorts which are near to
specified sort. Listing of these sorts can be accomplished by arranging them in order of
increasing distance. The d-neighborhood of sort S is defined to be the set of all sorts
with distance of at most d of S (Deibel et al, 2005).
Researchers of the study identify the value of d for neighborhoods. Researchers
consider number of factors to specify the value of d that include number of cards and
groups in a sort. It is not possible that all users sort cards in exactly same manner. Value
of d expresses the tolerance level for same theme in the experiment of card sorting.
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Distance

10
8
6
4
2
Combinations of Sorts
Sort S

d = 4 Neighborhoods

Figure 5: Neighborhoods of card sorts.

3.6. Material
The purpose of this study is to analyze people’s information structures for compatibility
cross culturally using repeated single criterion sort .The participants in this study are
one group of Chinese and one group of Danish users with 10 participants each. This
study comprises of 10 sessions from 10 subjects in each culture.
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30
20
Danish
Universal
Local cards
cards

30
Chinese
Local cards

a)
b)
c)
Figure 6 : a.) Chinese and Danish sample space for wedding invitation cards used for
experiment; b.) Chinese and Danish local cards; c.) Universal cards which are used for
experiment

Wedding pictures for designing wedding invitation cards are used as cards for this
study. The basic principle in choice of pictures of card sorts is that all pictures of cards
are related to wedding invitation and all these pictures can be used in designing
wedding invitation cards. This experiment is initially divided into two types of cards
that are used in these experiments.
• Universal cards
• Local cards
Universal cards consist of wedding pictures that are common in both cultures and can
be used to design wedding invitation cards in Danish and Chinese cultures. Local cards
consist of pictures which are more related to a particular culture. These cards are
slightly different for both cultures. These wedding cards are selected and chosen with
the help of subjects from both cultures. Researchers of these cultures finalize these cards
for this experiment.

3.6.1.

Refinement of set of cards for experiment

Generally the lowest numbers of entities of cards in an experiment are 8 and maximum
number of cards which are convenient for repeated single criterion varies from 20 to 30
cards (Rugg G and McGeorge, 2005). For card sort experiment, initially 120 cards were
chosen But during the pilot session it was discovered that the numbers of entities of
cards were large. These cards were reduced to 50 cards for experiments of this thesis.
This process of limiting the number of card was discussed with supervisor of the thesis.
In this study, 20 common cards are selected as universal cards and same cards are used
for Danish and Chinese users. These 20 cards in this study are named as Universal
Cards and the sorts of these cards are named as Universal Sorts. In this study, 30 cards
are picked as local cards. These 30 cards are different for both cultures. These cards are
named as Local cards and sots of these local are named as Local sorts, in these
experiments.
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3.7. Steps for Experiment
The card sorting experiments comprises of following five stages.

3.7.1.

Selection of subjects for experiment

Using a convenient sample of both cultures, 10 Chinese and Danish subjects are chosen
for the experiment. Subjects are selected randomly for the experiment of the thesis in
both countries. The Chinese subjects comprise of 6 females and 4 males whereas the
Danish subjects comprise of 5 males and 5 females. The average age of Danish subject
is 29.3 where as the average age of Chinese subject is 27.2 years.

3.7.2.

Selection of entities

The basic principal in the selection of entities consists in covering an appropriate
hierarchy of required field. These cards should cover an important part of the required
field of the research area. The lowest number of entities for experiments should be
around eight. Maximum number of entities for the experiments could vary from twenty
to thirty.

3.7.3.

Preparation of cards

While preparing the cards for experiments, the size of the cared should be same during
the study. Difference in size of card can influence users of experiments. All the cards
should be given random numbers on it. Providing a sequential numbering system with
the attributes and features of card can influence the subject in grouping the cards.

3.7.4.

Availability of Instructions

In most cases during the card sorting experiments, subjects of the experiments are
novice users for this kind of experiment. Availability of instruction helps them in
getting the understanding and intention of experiment. Availability of instruction also
results in carrying out smooth experimental session. Instructor of experiment can also
describe these instructions in the start of experiment. The instructor can inform the
subjects about instructions by telling them what they can do and what they cannot do.
For example, single criteria sort will be used as sorting technique for experiments.
Therefore, Subjects are made clear in the instruction and description of experimental
session that they can put one card only in one category.

3.7.5.

Conducting the Session

Once cards and instructions are available to the subject, they are asked to sort them into
group. When subject finish sorting the cards, they are asked to give name to different
groups of cards.
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Name A

Name B

Name C

Name D

Name E

Figure 7 : Sample of cards after sorting

3.7.6.

Analyzing Session

After completing all sessions, these sessions are analyzed for gathering productizing
information from these sessions. Analyses of experimental sessions vary for different
card sorting experiments. It depends on research purpose and goal.

3.7.7.

Application for Analysis

In order to support analysis study, different tools are designed and can be used to
analyse data. Analysis for this study is conducted by single application, the University
of Washington Card Sort Analyzer2. This analyzer provides different features to study
card sorts. It allows us to measure the similarity between two sorts. It also allow us to
measure the minimum, maximum and average edit distance in set of sorts which shares
same attributes. It also allows us to analyze a set of sorts for similarity to a researcher’s
theoretical sort or probe sort.

2

http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/edtech/CardSorts/
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3.8. Experimental Session
In these experimental sessions a participant will perform three sorts separately for both
local and universal cards .A criterion for Sort 1 is wedding. The subject defines and
names his own categories for Sort 1 and sorts cards into his own defined categories.
After completing the sorting, the subject writes down the name of each category which
he created. Purpose of Sort 1 is to identify people’s defined categories and compare it
with other people in the same culture as well as cross culturally.
A criterion for Sort 2 is also wedding. In this sort, the subject is provided with
predefined categories and asked to place these cards accordingly. The Researcher
provides the following categories for the subject to use: Flowers, Rings, Hearts, Light,
(object-oriented categories) and “Two people together” and” Love” (wedding theme
categories). The experimenter writes each category name on separate pieces of paper
and places them in front of the subject with the cards to be sorted. The experimenter
tells the subject that he can make more categories if he wishes to do so.
Sort 1

Sort 2

Sort 3

Criteria

Wedding

Wedding

Colors

Categories

User Defined
Categories related
to Wedding
criteria

Predefined categories
+
User Defined
Categories related to
wedding criteria

Predefined
categories
+
User Defined
categories related
to criteria of Colors

Categories
Detail

User defined
categories

Flowers, Rings,
Hearts, Light, (objectoriented categories)
and “Two people
together” and ” Love”
(wedding theme
categories)
+
Categories related to
wedding theme

Red, Pink, Gold,
Blue, Violet, Silver
+
categories related
to criteria of Colors

Table 3: Formulation of Criteria and Categories in Universal and Local sorts

A criterion for Sort 3 is wedding colors. In this sort the subject is also provided with
predefined categories related to colors. The experimenter provides the following
categories for the subject to use: Red, Pink, Gold, Blue, Violet, and Silver. The
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experimenter repeats the same procedure and writes each category name on separate
pieces of paper and places them in front of the subject together with the cards to be
sorted. The experimenter tells the subject that he can make more categories if he wishes
to do so, but only categories related to colors.
These three sorts will be used for both universal and local card sorts. Universal card
sorts will help to identify cultural difference cross culturally. Local card sorts will help
to identify variation within a cultural group.
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4. Results
The results of Danish and Chinese participants were analyzed by using the UW Card3
sort application. Results of data are presented in the following structure:
1) Edit distance of Universal sort 1-3 in Danish and Chinese cultural group. It
highlights the difference and distances, in grouping and categories of universal
card sorts, of people from each other.
2) Edit distance of Universal sort 1-3 in Danish and Chinese cultural group from
their perspective probe sorts. It highlights the difference and distance of
categories in the grouping of people in these cultures, from researchers sort.
3) Compare the distances of all universal and local sorts of Danish and Chinese
people with each other.

Edit Distance of Universal Sort 1
12

Distance

10
8
6
4
2
0
1

6

11

16

21

26

31

36

41

Combination of 10 sorts without repetition
Danish User Defined Sort

Chinese User Defined Sort

Figure 8: Difference and distance in grouping of Danish and Chinese universal sort 1

Figure 6 shows the edit distance of Danish and Chinese universal Sort 1 which is taken
from 10 Danish and 10 Chinese subjects. Sort 1 is a people defined sort and subjects can
choose their own categories under the criteria of wedding, for this sort. X axis shows the
combination of 10 sorts without repetition. Y axis shows the distance of combination of
sorts within the cultural group and cross culturally. A single black dot represents the
distance of two Chinese subjects from each other. For example, a distance of 1 shows
that one card is placed in different category from another user in the same cultural
group. Trend of these dots shows the distance of subjects with each other. The order of
10 subjects on X axis is sequenced from ascending to descending order in term of
3

http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/edtech/CardSorts/
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distance from each other. This figure shows that Danish people have less distance
within their sorts as compared to the Chinese people. When all User defined sorts are
taken into consideration, Danish subjects made more categories than Chinese subjects.
This result also reveals that five Chinese subjects used the other category whereas only
two Danish subjects used other category. This result specifies that there is more use of
other categories in Chinese group as compared to the Danish group. These results
suggests that it is easy to understand the use of categories of Chinese subjects by
providing them with a pre-defined theoretically derived structure ,category names, and
gather feedback on this structure.
Maximum distance within Danish people defined sort is 6; whereas the maximum
distance within Chinese people defined sort is 10.
The result from figure 6 gives us indication that Danish subjects are slightly better when
they are asked to make categories and define names of categories. The result of
universal sort also indicates that the object oriented thinking of Danish subjects is close
to each other in their cultural group. Whereas many Chinese subjects were unable to
decide the Categaries to place different cards. Chinese subjects were also unable to
define new categories according to wedding criteria.

Edit Distance Universal Sort 2
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Combination of 10 sorts without repetition
Danish Universal Sort 2

Chinese Universal Sort 2

Figure 9: Edit distance of Danish and Chinese universal sort 2.

Figure 7 shows the edit distance of Danish and Chinese universal sort 2 which is taken
from 10 Danish and 10 Chinese subjects. Subjects are provided with predefined
categories in sort 2. Subjects can also make their own categories. X-axis shows the
combination of 10 sorts without repetition and Y-axis shows the distance of a
combination of sorts within the cultural group and cross culturally.
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categories

Number of Cards in tehmatical
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Figure 10: Use of Thematically based categories between Chinese and Danish people.

In Sort 2, there are two categories related to the wedding theme namely Love and Two
people together. The purpose of keeping “Love” and “Two people together” categories
is to know about the cultural groups who prefer to use thematically based categories in
their card sorting experiments. Figure 8 shows the number of cards that are placed in
thematically based categories. On an average Chinese subjects put 3.8 cards out of 20
cards into two thematic categories. Danish subjects put 1.9 cards out of 20 cards into
these thematic categories. Out of 10 Danish subjects, 6 subjects choose one card and
one subject chooses no cards for one of these thematic categories. On the contrary 6
Chinese subjects chose four or more cards for thematic categories and only 2 Chinese
subjects chose one card for one of these two thematic categories. These statistics gives
us a slight indication that there is more use of thematic categories in Chinese people and
the Danish people use thematic categories less than Chinese people.
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Figure 11 : Edit distance of Danish and Chinese universal sort 3.
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Figure 9 shows the edit distance of Danish and Chinese universal sort 3 which is taken
from 10 Danish and 10 Chinese subjects. Sort 3 is also a predefined sort with the criteria
of Colors. In this sort Chinese and Danish users are asked to place cards in different
color categories. The cards for experiments are designed in such a way that they covers
two major colors i.e. foreground and background, In the edit distance of universal sort
3, distance of Chinese and Danish subjects is higher than the previous sorts. Distance of
Chinese subjects is bigger than Danish subjects. There are several reasons for greater
distance under the criteria of color. Distribution of colors in the selected cards was not
equally divided. Subjects have more options of placing a card into different categories.
According to hypothesis the distance of Chinese users will be greater than Danish users.
Chinese users also include background colors in their selection. The result of the graph
also indicates same result. In order to authenticate this hypothesis, experiments at bigger
level need to be performed.
As color is also an important factor in usability of applications and it affects different
cultures differently. Red color dominates as the preference of choice in both cultures,
but Red color dominates the focus of users in Chinese culture more as compared to
Danish culture. In the previous analysis, sorts of users were compared by sorts of other
users in the same culture to see their approach to group cards. Now sorts of subjects will
be compared with a single specific sort which is called probe sort. This comparison will
help us to understand the difference between theoretical sorts of their cultures and User
defined sorts. Researcher believes that probe sort is that model sort which could be
made by subjects. It will help to see the difference and distance of all sorts from that
specific sort. This process of comparing one sort with different sorts is called
Neighborhood. The following table portrays a short description of two cards and also
specifies how Chinese and Danish subjects will group it in different categories.
Pictures

Criterion for probe sort
Danish
subjects

Chinese
subjects

User-defined
categories
Ring

Flowers

Colors categories
Pink

White

Description
According to Nisbett’s theory, Danish
subjects place card into the Ring
category because the foreground
object is ring. Chinese subjects
place card into Flower category
because major area of card is
covered by flowers.
According to Nisbett’s theory, Danish
Subject will place it in Red color
category because foreground object
color is red. Chinese subject will
place it in Pink.

Table 4: A Description of probe criterion for Chinese and Danish subjects.
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Table 4 shows the criterion for probe sort which is followed to construct probes. After
creating probe sorts, the next stage is to notice the difference between probe sorts and
subject’s sorts. This difference between probe sort and subject’s sort can be measured in
the form of distance of subject’s sort from their perspective probe sort. It allows us to
see how far the subjects lie from the probe sort.

Edit distance of universal sort 1 from their prespective
probe sorts
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Edit distance of Chinese sort from probe sort

d = 5 Neighborhood area of Chinese and Danish subjects

Figure 12: Edit distance of user-defined universal sort from their perspective probe
sort.

Figure 10 shows the distance of universal sort 1 of Chinese and Danish users from their
perspective probe sorts. The sorts of Chinese and Danish users are compared and
evaluated from their own probe sorts. Figure 10 shows that Chinese users have greater
distance as compared to Danish users from their perspective probe sorts. According to
the hypothesis, Chinese and Danish subjects should have the same distance because
separate probes were constructed by the researchers in the same cultural group. A
general reason of large distances in Chinese sort could be that universal cards are not
related to Chinese wedding theme. These cards are more apparent to Danish subjects.
In these experiments Neighborhood is used to identify the similarity in same cultural
group. The value of distance depends on the number of cards and categories in the sorts.
As 75 percent of Chinese and Danish universal sorts contain five or fewer categories in
universal sort 1, therefore sorts with maximum distance of 5 can be related to universal
probe sort 1. A total of 9 out of 10 Danish subjects lie in the neighborhood area of probe
sorts. On the other hand, only 4 Chinese subjects lie in neighborhood area of probe sort.
As china itself is a big country therefore, there could be a chance of more diversity in
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the Chinese culture itself. The cultural background of Chinese users within china also
needed to be considered in the future experiments.

Edit distance of Universal sort 2 from their prespective probe sorts
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Figure 13: Edit distance of pre-defined universal sort 2 from their perspective probe
sorts.

Figure 11 shows the distance of Chinese and Danish universal sort 2 from their
perspective probe sorts. According to the hypothesis, Chinese and Danish subjects
should have same amount of variation in their distance as probe sorts because these
sorts were constructed by the researchers in their own cultural groups. Danish and
Chinese subjects have the same amount of variation in distances from their perspective
probes. In these sorts, around 80 percent of Chinese and Danish universal sorts contain
six or fewer categories in universal sort 2. Therefore sorts with maximum distance of 6
can be related to universal probe sort 2. Value of distance is determined by the number
of categories and number of items in sorts. All the Chinese users lie inside
neighborhood area and 2 Danish users lie outside neighborhood area. This result
suggests that these 2 Danish users could have holistic views towards grouping of the
cards.
Focus of this sort, universal sort 2 with their perspective probe sort, is to identify the
usage of pre-defined categories in both cultures. It also helps to identify the differences
in theoretical sorts and subject’s placement of cards in pre-defined categories. A result
of this sort does not suggest significant difference in the usage of predefined categories
in both cultures.
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Edit distance of Universal sort 3 from their prespective probe sorts
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Figure 14: Edit distance of pre-defined universal sort 3 from their perspective probe
sorts.

Figure 12 shows the distance of Chinese and Danish universal sort 3 from their
perspective probe sorts. The Chinese have bigger distance from their perspective probe
sorts as compared to Danish subjects. Around 80 percent of Chinese and Danish
universal sorts contain six or fewer categories in universal sort 3. Therefore the
neighborhood value of this sort is 6 and sorts with maximum distance of 6 can be
related to universal probe sort 3. The value of distance is determined by the number of
categories. The graph indicates that both Danish and Chinese users constructed their
sorts far away from their probe sorts. There are number of reasons for bigger distance in
universal sort 3.The criteria for placing cards was Wedding color, so users will have a
lot of options of placing a card into different categories. It is always difficult to
determine the color selection of subjects as users’ precision differs from one user to
another.
The distance of both cultures has been measured with universal and local sorts
respectively. Table 5 and 6 shows the descriptive results of these distances in
experiments. The distance of these sorts is also shown in percentage because universal
and local cards use different number of cards. The percentage of distance gives a better
understanding between universal and local sort. There is a big difference in the
distances of universal and local sorts.
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Criteria

User-defined
sorts

Wedding

Wedding colors

Country

Danish
sort 1

Chinese
sort 1

Danish
sort 2

Chinese
sort 2

Danish
sort 3

Chinese
sort 3

Average

3.27

5.38

4.2

4.27

6.44

8.78

Maximum

6

10

10

8

13

13

Minimum

0

1

1

1

2

3

Distance

16%

27%

21%

21%

32%

44%

Table 5: Edit distance of universal sorts.

Comparing universal and local sort 1 in both tables reveals that there is a considerable
difference in the distances in user-defined criterion. The percentage of distance not only
shows the differences cross culturally but it also indicates that there is a difference in
distance within the same groups.
Distance of user-defined sort in local and universal sort is almost double. The distance
of sort 2 and 3 is also big in local sorts as compared to universal sorts. The universal
cards comprises of modern wedding cards which are acceptable worldwide. It expresses
that both cultures are good in their categorization for universal cards. In Chinese local
cards, most of the cards were old fashioned and related to classic culture.
Criteria

User-defined sorts

Wedding

Wedding colors

Country

Danish
sort 1

Chinese
sort 1

Danish
sort 2

Chinese
sort 2

Danish
sort 3

Chinese
sort 3

Average

12.4

12.42

9.87

14.33

11.84

12.07

Maximum

20

19

15

21

17

18

Minimum

4

6

4

8

9

5

Distance

41%

41%

33%

48%

39%

40%

Table 6: Edit distance of local sorts.

Results of universal and local sorts reveal that the structure of data and information is
affected by difference in cultural background.
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5. Discussion and Conclusion
This research project is an attempt for the adoption of cultural factors into the design
process. The interfaces of applications are based on American metaphors, as most
applications were initiated in America. Universal structure of an application makes that
application popular but ignores the social context. The social context of the structure
may vary in different cultures because there is a lack of appropriate methods to assist
interface designers in dealing with cultural issues. (Aykin, 2005)
In order to analyze the structural difference between two cultures, a comparison is made
between two Chinese and Danish cultural groups. The first part of the result shows
variation in the structural approach of theses cultures on the bases of physical attributes.
It was observed that while sorting the cards Danish mainly emphasized on only frontend
objects of the images displayed on the cards but as compare Chinese included
background objects too. This result also supports the hypothesis in general that in both
cultures cards are placed with different approaches. This result can be helpful in the
better designing of interactive applications. On the bases of this result we can suggest
that the interactive and web applications should be designed by considering the local
factors of cultural background of cultures.
The second part of the comparison shows the variation in researchers and users
structural approach. The result of probe sorts supports the hypothesis that both cultures
use different approaches to sort the cards. The result of universal sort from their
perspective probe sorts suggest that any method of usability testing of information
structure of applications, involves less number of users, can be used to make categories
and menu structure in Danish culture. This suggestion is made on results of Danish and
Chinese users because Danish users are closer to the theoretical structure of categories.
In Chinese cultural group, it is helpful to involve such kind of usability methods, which
involve more users to see the difference of subjects from theoretical foundation.
A criterion of color was used to see the difference in the structural approach of these
two cultures. Results of universal sort 3 with its perspective probe sorts suggest that
usability of colors in information structure largely depends on target audience choice
because Chinese users identified red color more than the Danish users. On the contrary,
Danish users identified white and off white color more as compare to the Chinese users.
Therefore theoretical structure and stereotype of colors do not assist in usability of
information. Metaphor of color and association of color also changes within a culture.
Now a days, developers have started understanding and incorporating the basic of
colors, text and they are improving the quality of information. A better understanding of
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effects of cultural differences on the evaluation of information of different cultures can
unfold various ways to localize information structures of applications.
Choice of color plays an also important role in usability of an application. It is observed
that during the experiment, Danish users focused more on Foreground color and data
information while Chinese judged by considering background color and data
information as well. Above mentioned result leads us to the Metaphor that the color is
an important aspect for designing web and interactive applications. The choice of
appropriate color is a key factor in interface design as the association of color is
different for different cultures.
Describing the criterion for probes is another factor which effects the on the result.
Researcher’s detailed study and good Judgment ensures the perfection of this criterion.
Therefore researcher, with same cultural background, plays a vital part.
While discussing holism Vs analysis views of Asians and Danish users, there was not
big difference between Chinese and Danish subjects in universal sorts. Users from
both countries preferred to make object oriented categories such as ‘rings’, ‘hearts’,
‘flowers’. Examining the data in detail, five out of ten Chinese subjects used holistic
categories such as ‘scene’, ’wearing’, ’articles’, ’objects’ and only three Danish
subjects used holistic categories such as ‘location’, ‘commitment’ in construction of
grouping and categories of experiment. Danish subjects were better in making new
categories in universal sort two and three as they were provided with predefined
categories. On average, Danish subject made 1.5 and 0.7 extra categories in universal
sort 2 and 3 consecutively. Whereas Chinese subjects made 0.2 and 0.5 extra categories
in universal sort 2 and 3. These results also indicate that Chinese subjects take holistic
view of category and puts more object in one category. These results can help in
construction of categories in application design. Localizing application for both cultures
will help users to understand the structure more easily. Chinese users have no problem
if more objects lie in one category as they will take a holistic view of category name.
Danish users prefer to make structure easy by defining them in small set of objects less
than one category. It seems that Chinese find usefulness a more discernible variable,
while Danish find ease of use more important (Evers & Day, 1997).
After conducting all the experiments, a cross cultural design strategy can be framed on
the base of them. A cross cultural design strategy will help to design a localized
information structure of different cultural groups. The cross cultural design strategy will
also help to find user’s approach to view the application.
•

Investigation: Investigating the requirement of users. The behavior of the user
should also be investigated in both countries by questions, interviews and
observations.
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•

Translation: After investigating the user’s behavior and requirements in both
countries, a cultural model should be developed on the base of these
requirements and behavioral investigation (Del & Nielsen, 1996).This cultural
model will covers data patterns. A data patterns show the trend of users in a
particular culture. The developments of data patterns will disclose the
similarities and differences in both cultures. These data patterns will also
disclose that which categories will be used in both cultures. It will also help that
how some categories are different from similar data pattern based on their
cultural differences.

•

After the investigation of theses points, prototype of structure of categories will
be designed. This prototype interface will cover these points which were pointed
out in the previous investigation process.

•

Evaluating the prototype of the structure of categories. Evaluation of prototype
of categories will cover the preferences of the users in both cultures. It will also
cover the usability aspects as well.
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6. Summary
Chinese subjects have more variation in their sorts as compare to Danish subjects.
Universal sort 1 also reveals that variation within cultural group is also different when
comparing with each other. While comparing distances of Chinese and Danish subjects
in universal sort1, 37 combinations of 10 subjects have distance of 4 or less than four
and only 17 combinations of 10 Chinese subjects have 4 or less than four distance. This
variation can also be notified if we compare probe sorts of Chinese and Danish
universal sorts with their perspective probes, 7 Danish subjects have 4 or less than four
distance from their probes where as only 3 Chinese subjects have 4 or less than four
distance.
In the universal sorts, there was greater use of ‘other’ category in Chinese subjects as
compare to Danish subjects. It reveals that Danish subjects defines the categories by
looking the objects and simply makes new category with different object therefore use
of other category is not used frequently in Danish subjects where as Chinese subjects
make category by taking holistic view of card and it is difficult to make categories by
taking holistic view of card therefore they cannot change their way of thinking and
make other category.
There was apparent difference in choice of colors in the selection process of cards for
both cultures. Red color was dominant color for Chinese local cards. On contrary red
color is more associated to Christmas and subject tried to avoid red color cards during
the selection process of Danish cards for experiments.
There was one extreme object oriented user on the Danish side (S10) and one on the
Chinese side (S2). Similarly there is an extreme background/holistic user on the Chinese
side (S8) and one on the Danish side (S3). This study also educate us that Chinese
subjects are more inclined of using thematically based categories as compare to Danish
subjects .As Chinese subjects put 19% cards into these two thematically based
categories and Danish subjects put 9 % in thematically based categories.
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6.1. Reflections
This study was conducted on an initial level to address the issues of cultures in
application development. In this study, the experimentation of structure of categories for
web application is missing. There was a methodological problem during the study and it
was disclosed during 7th Danish HCI conference, held in Copenhagen. The criteria of
selecting the users for experiment were lenient. Selection of users was diverse during
the experiments. The cultural background of the users was only considered in these
experiments. As China is a big country with diversity in their background. Chinese
users were the university students in the institute of Psychology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences Beijing but their background in china was not considered in this study.

6.2. Future work
These experiments of card sorts should be exercised on web application. The structure
of web application can be determined by asking users of different culture to sort it
according to their frame of mind. In future these experiments should be done on
extensive level than it was conducted in these experiments.
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Appendix A
Instruction for Test leader
We will do this test in 10 sessions. Where one session is for one user and user will
perform 6 sorts in one session. Each session will consist of 3 Local and 3 universal
sorts.
20 cards will be used for universal sorts where as 30 cards will be used for local sorts.
Local Cards Numbers: 1 - 30
Universal cards Number: 31 – 50

A specification of participants
All participants are residents in the group country, hold citizenship in group’s country,
have been born and raised in group’s country, have attended school in that country,
belong to the sizeable group of the population, and have lived in the country for most of
their lives. All subjects should be aged from 20 to 50.

How to Conduct Test
30 Local and 20 universal cards are attached with mail. You can take print and cut them
into 30 and 20 pieces. The subject can use Sticky notes for writing Categories name in
each Sort.

Follow up the procedure
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write down the time it takes for user to complete each sort.
Write down the age of each subject.
Write down the category name for each sort.
Write down the names of categories which users describe and agree on an
English translation of each category name (Only in first sort )
Take note of all numbers when subject is finished his/her sorting.
Note down the numbers of the cards placed by the user in each category

Subject should be instructed to complete sort 1 of Universal and Local cards first. It will
help in understating and analyzing subject’s rational approach for making categories.
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Test leader’s instruction to the user
Scenario for Experiment
Imagine you are working in a company and you have to sort these pictures into
File folders in such a way that you will be able to search and find them easily next time
you want to design a wedding card.
Universal and Local Sort 1
Sort the cards into different categories which you feel are related to each other.
•
•
•

There is no restriction of the number of categories you make.
Each different card can be placed into only one category
Give a name to each category you make.

Example:
Name A

Name B

Name C

Example: Sample of cards after sorting
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Name D

Name E

Appendix B
Criterion and Categories in sorts

Universal (20 cards of pictures)
Universal Sort 1
Criteria: Wedding
Categories: In Universal Sort 1, the subject defines and names her own categories and
sorts cards into them. When she is done sorting, the subject writes down the name of
each category she created. Experimenter and subject discuss what is the appropriate
English name for each category created by the subject.

Universal Sort 2
Criteria: wedding
Categories: In Universal Sort 2, the experimenter provides the following categories for
the subject to use: Flowers, Rings, Hearts, Light, (object-oriented categories) and “Two
people together” and ” Love” (wedding theme categories). The experimenter writes
each category name on a sticky note or piece of paper and places them in front of the
subject with the cards to be sorted. The experimenter tells the subject that she can make
more categories if she wishes to do so, but only categories related to WEDDING
THEMES.

Universal Sort 3
Criteria: wedding colors
Categories: In Universal Sort 3, the experimenter provides the following categories for
the subject to use: Red, Pink, Gold, Blue, Violet, Silver. The experimenter writes each
category name on a sticky note or piece of paper and places them in front of the subject
together with the cards to be sorted. The experimenter tells the subject that she can
make more categories if she wishes to do so, but only categories related to COLORS.
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Local (30 cards)
Local Sort 1
Criteria: wedding
Categories: In Local Sort 1, the subject defines and names her own categories and
sorts cards into them. When she is done sorting, the subject writes down the name of
each category she created. Experimenter and subject discuss what is the appropriate
English name for each category created by the subject.

Local Sort 2
Criteria: wedding
Categories: In Local Sort 2, the experimenter provides the following categories for the
subject to use: Flowers ,Rings, Hearts, Light, (object-oriented categories) and “Two
people together” and ” Love”, (wedding theme categories). The experimenter writes
each category name on a sticky note or piece of paper and places it in front of the
subject with the cards to be sorted. The experimenter tells the subject that she can make
more categories if she wishes to do so, but only categories related to WEDDING
THEMES.

Local Sort 3
Criteria: colors
Categories: In Local Sort 3, the experimenter provides the following categories for the
subject to use: Red, Pink, Gold, Blue, Violet, Silver. The experimenter writes each
category name on a sticky note or piece of paper and places them in front of the subject
together with the cards to be sorted. The experimenter tells the subject that she can
make more categories if she wishes to do so, but only categories related to COLORS.
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Session Example for Universal Cards
Universal (20 cards of pictures)
Universal Sort 1
Criteria: Wedding
Categories:
Name A: 33, 34, 40, 48
Name B: 32, 39, 46, 47
Name C: 35, 36, 37, 38, 43, 44, 45, 49, 50
Name D: 31, 41, 42

Universal Sort 2
Criteria: wedding
Categories
Flowers: 35, 36, 37
Rings: 38, 43, 44
Hearts: 45, 40, 48, 49, 50
Light:
Two People Together: 31, 41, 42
Love: 32, 39, 46, 47
And more wedding themes if subject wants

Universal Sort 3
Criteria: wedding colors
Categories
Red: 33, 34, 40, 48
Pink: 32, 39, 46, 47
Gold: 35, 36, 37, 38, 43
Blue: 31, 41, 42
Violet:
Silver: 44, 45, 49, 50
More colors which user want to add in category
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Danish Subjects Information’s

User 1
User 2
User 3
User 4
User 5
User 6
User 7
User 8
User 9
User 10

Gender

Age

Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female

32
35
21
20
38
23
45
22
28
29

Average Age

29.3

Chinese Subjects Information’s

Gender

Age

Female
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female

28
26
23
26
26
26
30
39
23
29

User 1
User 2
User 3
User 4
User 5
User 6
User 7
User 8
User 9
User 10
Average age

27.6

Table 7: Danish and Chinese subjects’ gender and age

Edit distance of Universal sorts from their perspective Probes
Sorts
User Defined

Average
Maximum
Minimum

Danish
sort 1
1
1
2
3
4
4
4
5
5
7
3.6
7
1

Chinese
Sort 1
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
11
12
10

Predefined and user
choice
Danish
Chinese
Sort 2
Sort 2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
8
6
8
6
4.9
4.8
8
6
2
4

Wedding Colors
predefined and user choice
Danish
Chinese Sort 3
Sort 3
6
7
6
9
6
9
6
9
7
9
7
10
8
10
10
10
10
11
10
12
7.6
9.6
10
12
6
7

Table 8: Edit distance of Universal sorts from their perspective probe sorts
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Edit Distance of Universal Sorts

Average
Max
Min

User Defined Sorts
Danish
Chinese
Sort 1
Sort 1
0
3
1
6
4
7
3
3
4
1
6
7
3
3
3
4
2
3
1
7
4
5
3
2
4
2
6
5
3
6
3
1
2
4
4
10
2
7
3
7
5
10
2
7
2
8
3
6
4
5
5
7
5
3
5
9
2
6
3
8
1
4
5
6
2
6
2
3
3
4
6
7
3
4
3
3
4
4
4
8
3
5
5
8
3
7
4
6
2
5
3.27
5.38
6
10
0
1

Wedding
Danish Sort
Chinese
2
Sort 2
2
2
7
1
2
7
2
2
3
1
2
3
6
3
3
6
3
2
8
3
4
7
2
3
4
1
3
3
5
5
3
6
2
2
7
8
6
2
8
2
7
4
10
4
8
6
10
3
2
7
3
7
2
7
7
6
3
7
5
6
2
3
1
4
6
5
2
6
4
3
1
4
6
4
2
7
3
3
6
6
1
7
3
3
6
3
4
3
3
5
4.20
4.27
10
8
1
1

Wedding Colors
Danish Sort
Chinese
3
Sort 3
7
10
5
10
9
3
4
8
5
5
4
8
5
11
2
9
2
10
10
11
13
9
8
9
9
9
5
6
9
9
7
5
6
12
6
10
7
13
5
10
6
7
6
10
7
13
6
8
10
7
8
6
11
7
8
11
11
10
9
11
6
8
5
8
5
8
5
7
3
11
6
6
8
8
6
7
6
10
7
8
4
8
4
10
7
8
4
10
4
11
6.44
8.78
13
13
2
3

Table 9: Edit distances of Universal sort of Chinese and Danish subjects
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Screen Short of UW Card sort Analyzer
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